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Abstract
The standard model checking setup analyses whether the given system specification satisfies a
dedicated temporal property of the system, providing a positive answer here or a counter-example.
At the same time, it is often useful to have an explicit proof that certifies the satisfiability. This is
exactly what the certified model checking (CMC) has been introduced for. The paper argues that
one-pass (context-based) tableau for PLTL can be efficiently used in the CMC setting, emphasising
the following two advantages of this technique. First, the use of the context in which the eventualities
occur, forces them to fulfil as soon as possible. Second, a dual to the tableau sequent calculus can
be used to formalise the certificates. The combination of the one-pass tableau and the dual sequent
calculus enables us to provide not only counter-examples for unsatisfied properties, but also proofs
for satisfied properties that can be checked in a proof assistant. In addition, the construction of the
tableau is enriched by an embedded solver, to which we dedicate those (propositional) computational
tasks that are costly for the tableaux rules applied solely. The combination of the above techniques
is particularly helpful to reason about large (system) specifications.
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1 Introduction and Problem Setup
Model Checking [10, 31, 11] is an algorithmic method for determining whether a complex
hardware or software system satisfies a given property. Many important properties to be
verified reflect the system’s dynamics and are expressed in some temporal logic. If the
property does not hold, the checker returns a counter-example: a trace/model of the system
that does not satisfy the property. This counter-model acts as a “certificate” of the failure
and its role is to help the user to identify the source of the problem which could be in
the system design, in the property, and even in the model checker. However, there are a
number of scenarios where another certification is needed. One of these scenarios consists on
proving, only once, the correction of the underlying algorithm of the model checker. For this
task, interactive proof assistants such as Coq or Isabelle are good tools. They allow us to
certify a model checker and even obtain an executable program by the refinement of some
extraction mechanism. For instance Amjad [1] described how to code BDD-based symbolic
model checking algorithms into an automatic theorem prover. More recently, Esparza et
al. [13] have verified an automata-based model checker with Isabelle theorem prover. The
second scenario involves the model checker to certify that a particular property is true.
For example, the user may deal with a very complex specification and is not sure if the
specification is well written. Here it is important to have techniques that provide not only
a counter-example, but also certify that the system meets the property. This is exactly
what the certified model checking (CMC) has been introduced for. In this second scenario
a number of techniques have been previously proposed. Some of the techuiques that deal
with finite-state systems can be found in [23, 29]. In [23] an automata-theoretic approach to
model checking is addressed. In [29] a deductive proof system was introduced for verifying
branching time properties expressed in the mu-calculus. For infinite-state systems, Mebsout
et al. [28] recently presented a new technique for generating and verifying proof certified in
SMT-based model checkers, focusing on proofs of invariant properties. The use of invariants
has been exploited in [17, 22], where the proof is generated from the inductive invariant
obtained with the k-liveness algorithm [9]. The resulting approach can be implemented
as a model checker based on the combination of k-liveness with an engine for invariant
properties that is capable of producing inductive invariants. A drawback of this approach
is that, although it is very competitive, the task of finding counter-examples and the task
of generating proofs (in this case via finding invariants), are very different requiring for the
latter the addition of extra mechanisms to the own model checker.
In this paper, we propose an CMC based on dual systems of tableaux and sequent
calculus, originally introduced in [14, 15]. It produces certificate proofs, formal proofs in the
sequent calculus, and counterexamples - open branches in the tableau. This is also one of
the main advantages of our approach: the same reasoning mechanism applies for both tasks -
certificates and counterexamples.
The CMC (see Figure 1) differs from the traditional model checking in providing a proof
of the satisfiability of the given property, and not only a counter-example. Incorporating
the notation of [21] (and slightly modifying it) we represent the methodology of the certified
model checking as the following signature:
CMC :: System × ϕ −→ B × (Proof | Counter-example)
where, given a specification of a system, S, and a property, ϕ, a certified model checking
produces a Boolean result, B, indicating whether S satisfies ϕ, along with
a proof (or certification), in the positive case, or
a counter-example, in the negative case.
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System 
Specification
Property 
to verify
Counter-example Formal Proof
No Yes
CMC
Does the system 
satisfy the property?
Figure 1 General schema of CMC.
However, we believe that to take the full advantage of CMC, and enabling its industrial
application to real systems, we need to ensure that CMC meets the following requirements.
(i) Proofs should be generated automatically.
(ii) An CMC needs to offer a CMC user sufficient information to understand the proof
without additional “costs” related to specialist knowledge of the underlying proof
technique.
(iii) The presentation of the proof should enable the CMC users to easily navigate through
its trace. This becomes particularly important when the system is badly defined – here
the navigation through the trace can help to detect errors.
(iv) Finally, when developing a safety critical system following a safety process (e.g. processes
of standard ISO26262 [19], IEC61508 [18] or EN50128 [7]), it is mandatory to analyse
how a bug in a tool (a model checker in our case) may affect the safety of the developed
system. Depending on the level of these effects, some actions are required to increase
our confidence in the model checker. One of the mechanisms to increase the probability
of finding a failure is to re-evaluate the outputs of the CMC by an independent tool
developed by an independent team.
We propose a particular CMC method of realising the CMC philosophy (see Figure 2)
meeting the characteristics (i)-(iv) above while maintaining the common (for the traditional
Model Checker) functionality. Our method is centered on a context-based temporal one-pass
tableaux technique whose performance is optimised by a SAT solver.
Various tableaux techniques have been proposed for a rich variety of temporal logics,
linear and branching: Propositional Linear-Time Temporal Logic (PLTL); Computation Tree
Logic (CTL); CTL∗ which generalizes PLTL and CTL, etc. (an excellent survey can be
found in [16]). One of the core ideas of the tableaux methods is to identify eventualities
within the given temporal input and to check that they are fulfilled. Traditional tableaux
techniques require two phases to perform this test. In the first phase, a graph which gives
all possible pre-models for the tableau input, in constructed. In the second phase, for each
state, s in this graph, that contains some “eventually ϕ”, a graph-theoretic algorithm looks
for a state, reachable from s, that satisfies ϕ. Note also that the two-pass tableaux methods
fail to maintain the classical correspondence between tableaux and sequents that associates
a sequent proof with the closed tableau.
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System 
Specification
Property 
to verify
Counter-example Formal Proof
No Yes
CMC
Formalization
of rules in Isabelle/HOL
Formal proof
Re-verification
SAT-Solver Tableauxmethod
Figure 2 General schema of the proposal.
To avoid the second phase and, hence, to keep the ability of generating (sequent) proofs
from tableaux, in [14, 15], dual systems of tableaux and sequents, for PLTL, were presented.
Every logic defined in [14, 15] was proved to be sound and complete. In particular, [15]
contains a proof that the tableau system we use in the present paper, is a decision method
for the full PLTL, i.e. it is sound, refutationally complete, and terminating. The termination
property is achieved on the basis of any fair selection strategy. A very similar sequent calculus
is presented in [6] (see [15] for more details about the similarities and differences of these
systems). The one-pass tableau method [15] has been extended to a concurrent constraint
logic in [12], and also to ECTL] - a branching-time sublogic of CTL∗ in [5].
The tableau method in [15] makes use of the so-called context of an eventuality to force
its fulfillment. The context of an eventuality is simply the set of formulae that “accompanies”
the eventuality in the label of the node. When a one-pass tableau checks whether a property
ϕ holds or not, it is always able to issue a certificate: either a counter-model or a complete
explanation (formal proof) of why ϕ is true.
We abbreviate the one-pass tableau method as τ↑pltl and its dual sequent calculus as TTC.
Considering one-pass tableau method as one of the core components of the CMC solution
we present in this paper, we argue that it conforms with the properties (i)-(iv) mentioned
above. Indeed, the method automatically checks whether the specification of the system
satisfies the property (i).1 If it does not then it provides a counter-example. A counter-
example is given by a trace which is intuitively clear (ii). In the case of a positive answer,
a relevant proof certifies it. Again, the output proof is represented as a trace enabling an
easy navigation through it (iii). Moreover, one of the attractive features of our method
is that it forces the eventualities to be fulfilled as soon as possible, thus, the method will
potentially generate shorter paths (with fewer nodes) than those produced by non-context
based tableaux.
In our proposal, the performance of the one-pass tableau technique is complemented, for
efficiency, by the SAT solving. Note that the idea of encoding of transition systems into
propositional SAT was first proposed in [20] for AI planning problems, where the authors
show that SAT algorithms scale much better on the SAT-encodings than planing algorithms
1 For the purposes of the paper, we let the specification, S, be in a dedicated form S = Init ∧ TR,
where Init is a PLTL formula that represents the initial states and TR is the representation of all the
transitions allowed, see §3 for details.
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on the original graph formulation. Following this success, SAT solvers have been also used in
Bounded Model Checking (BMC). In both frameworks, a propositional formula is used to
encode the input problem. Planning problems deal with finite paths along a finite graph,
hence the encoding is complete w.r.t. the original problem. In model checking, paths within
the transition systems are, in general, infinite. SAT-based BMC utilises the encoding of the
model-checking problems in satisfiability checking, more precisely, the propositional encoding
of statements expressing that there exists a length-k path (along the transition system) that
does not satisfy a given property. The BMC increases k until either the SAT’s answer is
“yes” (i.e. a counter-example is found), or the search becomes intractable, or k reaches a
certain bound. The original SAT-based BMC algorithm [3], although complete for finite
state, is limited in practice to falsification. Many additional strategies have been introduced
to make BCM complete, see [4] for a good survey. There is also a large amount of work,
starting with [32], on using SAT solving for improving the satisfiability test of the full PLTL.
Recent papers [24, 25] use SAT solvers to seek for a model for an input formula. This model
is essentially a graph/automaton produced by the first pass of a two-pass tableau method,
which should be followed for testing the fulfilment of eventualities. SAT solvers are called
for the generation of all (different) successors of every state in the graph. The authors use
well-known temporal equivalences (like pUq ≡ (q∨ (p∧◦(pUq))) to compute the successors of
the given state. Here, the method utilises the renaming of subformulae containing temporal
modalities (such as pUq) by fresh propositional variables and utilise the SAT solving to
calculate different successor states of each state in the transition system. This prevents
the repeated generation of “propositionally equivalent” states. The relevant heuristics for
pruning the search-space and on-the-fly mechanism for testing eventuality fulfilment are
introduced in the implementation.
Our proposal uses SAT solvers in a similar way, but is very different in the primary goals.
In our method, SAT solvers are employed to calculate a set of the “next” states in the tableau:
being in the “current state”, SAT solver calculates those successor states in the transition
systems that satisfy the negation of the tested property. For that, we do not rename all
temporal modalities in the label of the tableau node, but only those of the form ◦ϕ, where
ϕ only contains classical operators. Moreover, our proposal of using the one-pass tableau
technique (helped, for efficiency, by the SAT solver) is complete for deciding (unbounded)
model checking problems and works on infinite traces. The most remarkable difference of our
proposal (regarding [24, 25]) is related to the fact that we pursue CMC, i.e. we would like to
generate proofs in a calculus for PLTL, hence we use the one-pass context-based tableau
along with its dual sequent calculus. In addition, the context-based tableau is particularly
well suited for dealing with the specifications of transition systems (“always”-formulae); the
context plays the role “of forcing eventualities to be fulfilled as soon as possible” and acts as
a semantic constraint that prevents the generation of several states (which are generated in
the two-pass approach).
In building the proof, we invoke Isabelle/HOL [30] to verify the construction of the
tableaux in order to avoid possible errors caused by the implementation (iv). This external
validation is carried out by a sequent calculus TTC which is formalized in Isabelle/HOL and
is dual to the one-pass tableau method. We also note that the same reasoning mechanism
based on the one-pass tableau is applied in our approach to counter-examples and proofs
which makes the tool easy to understand. This facilitates the industrial spreading of CMC.
The remaining of the paper is organised as follows. In §2 we review the technique to
construct a one-pass tableau τ↑pltl. In §3 we present one-pass tableau based model checking.
This follows by the description of the certification utilising Isabelle in §4. Finally, in §5 we
summarise the results and provide an account of future work.
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2 One-pass Context-based Tableau
To make the paper self-contained and easier to read, in this section we first recall the syntax
and semantics of the underlying logic, PLTL and then we will review the one-pass tableau
method.
2.1 Syntax and Semantics of PLTL
I Definition 1 (PLTL Language). The language of PLTL comprises
A set, Prop, of propositional symbols.
Propositional connectives ¬,∧,∨, and constants T and F
Future-time temporal connectives, “” (always), “♦” (eventually) “◦” (at the next moment
in time), “U” (until), and “R” (release).
I Definition 2 (WFFPLTL). The set of well-formed formulae of PLTL, denoted by WFFPLTL,
is inductively defined as the smallest set satisfying the following.
Any element of Prop, T and F are in WFFPLTL.
If A and B are in WFFPLTL then so are ¬A,A ∧B,A ∨B,A,♦A,AUB, and ARB.
A literal is either a propositional symbol (a positive literal) or the negation of a propositional
symbol (a negative literal).
Definition 1 introduces PLTL with the set of temporal operators that are convenient for
our representation in the paper. We note that this set is richer than {U ,◦} which is known
to be sufficient to represent all other linear-time temporal operators. For example, ‘♦ϕ’ can
be defined as TUϕ while ϕRψ can be defined via U as ¬(¬ϕU¬ψ) (here and in the remaining
of the paper ϕ and ψ are meta-symbols denoting PLTL formulae).
Formulae of the type ♦ϕ and ϕUψ are called eventualities, and formulae of the type ϕ
are called always-formulae.
A model,M = s0, s1, s2, s3, . . . , for PLTL formulae is a discrete, linear sequence of states,
isomorphic to natural numbers, N. Each state, si, 0 ≤ i, is a set of positive literals, which
are satisfied at the i-th moment of time. We write 〈M, i〉 |= ϕ to indicate that ϕ is true in
the modelM at the (state) index i ∈ N .
Below we inductively define the relation |= which evaluates PLTL formulae in a model
M at i-th moment of time. Note that here we follow so called “anchored” version of PLTL
that defines the PLTL validity and satisfiability (see below) at the “beginning” of time, the
initial state, s0 of a model.
〈M, i〉 |= T
〈M, i〉 6|= F
〈M, i〉 |= ¬ϕ iff 〈M, i〉 6|= ϕ
〈M, i〉 |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff 〈M, i〉 |= ϕ and 〈M, i〉 |= ψ
〈M, i〉 |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff 〈M, i〉 |= ϕ or 〈M, i〉 |= ψ
〈M, i〉 |= ◦ϕ iff 〈M, i+ 1〉 |= ϕ
〈M, i〉 |= ϕ iff 〈M, j〉 |= ϕ for every j ≥ i.
〈M, i〉 |= ♦ϕ iff there exists j ≥ i such that 〈M, j〉 |= ϕ.
〈M, i〉 |= ϕUψ iff there exists j ≥ i such that 〈M, j〉 |= ψ and for every k, i ≤ k < j, we
have 〈M, k〉 |= ϕ.
〈M, i〉 |= ϕRψ iff for every j ≥ i, either 〈M, j〉 |= ψ or there exists k such that i ≤ k < j
and 〈M, k〉 |= ϕ.
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I Definition 3 (PLTL satisfiability, validity). If, for a formula ϕ, there exists a model, M ,
such that (M, 0) |= ϕ then ϕ is satisfiable. Formula ϕ is called valid if it is satisfiable in
all models.
In the remaining of the paper we will use capital letters Φ,Ψ,∆, . . . to denote sets of
PLTL formulae. The semantics above can be extended to sets of formulae in the standard
way: given a set of PLTL formulae Φ = γ1, γ2, . . . γn, the following holds: 〈M, i〉 |= Φ iff
〈M, i〉 |= γk, for all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
2.2 Useful PLTL properties
In this section we recall those PLTL syntactic and semantic properties that are useful for
our tableau construction. First, the tableau procedure will take as an input PLTL formulae
converted to their negated normal forms (NNF).
I Definition 4 (Procedure for obtaining NNF). For a given PLTL formula, ϕ, push the
negations in ϕ inward until they are applied only to propositions. This involves applying the
standard set of rewrite rules used to obtain NNF in classical logic (including ¬T −→ F and
¬F −→ T) with the additional transformations for temporal operators:
¬◦ϕ −→ ◦¬ϕ ¬ϕ −→ ♦¬ϕ ¬♦ϕ −→ ¬ϕ
¬(ϕUψ) −→ ¬ϕR¬ψ ¬(ϕRψ) −→ ¬ϕU¬ψ
The following result [26] can be easily established.
I Proposition 5 (Translation into NNF preserves satisfiability). For any PLTL formula ϕ, the
following holds 〈M, 0〉 |= ϕ iff 〈M, 0〉 |= NNF(ϕ).
As a simple example, NNF(¬◦¬a) = ◦♦a. We will utilise this in §3.
In what follows we deal with sets of formulae in NNF. Literals and formulae in NNF of
the form F, T and ◦ϕ are called elementary, the remaining formulae are subsequently called
non-elementary. In addition, sets of elementary formulae are also called elementary.
I Definition 6 (Consistent set of PLTL formulae in NNF). A set of PLTL formulae in NNF
is consistent if it does neither contain F, nor {ϕ,NNF(¬ϕ)} for any formula ϕ. Otherwise it
is called inconsistent.
Note that the above notion of consistency is syntactic. To check whether {ϕ,ψ} is inconsistent
we test if ϕ = NNF(¬ψ). The cost of this check is linear on the length of the formula.
Since our transition system specifications are given by sets of PLTL formulae and PLTL
has the finite model property [33] we can consider its interpretation over cyclic structures.
Noting that an infinite sequence s0, s1, . . . , sk, . . . induces the successor relation, R, such
that (si, si+1) ∈ R for all i ∈ pi, we define below the notions of a cyclic sequence, cyclic path
and cyclic model.
I Definition 7 (Cyclic Sequence, Cyclic Path). Let pi be a finite sequence of states pi =
s0, s1, . . . , sj. Then
pi is cyclic iff there exists si, 0 ≤ i ≤ j such that (sj , si) ∈ R.
A sequence si, . . . , sj is a loop with a cycling element si abbreviated as 〈si, . . . , sj〉ω.
A cyclic path over a cyclic sequence pi is an infinite sequence
ξ(pi) = s0, s1, . . . , si−1〈si, si+1, . . . , sj〉ω.
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I Definition 8 (Cyclic Model). A modelM is cyclic if it is a cyclic path.
Now, assuming that PLTL formulae are interpreted over cyclic models, we overview
the construction of the one-pass tableau τ↑pltl applied to some input Σ, in symbols τ
↑
pltl(Σ),
adapting the technique developed in [15]. We will see, in the subsequent sections, the benefits
of its main feature – checking the validity of the given input in “one pass”, without the
second “pass” where an auxiliary graph is built to check if all the eventualities are satisfied
or not.
I Definition 9 (Tableau, Consistent Node, Closed branch). A one-pass tableau for a set of
formulae Σ, abbreviated as τ↑pltl(Σ) is a labelled tree T , where nodes are labeled with sets of
formulae, such that the following two conditions hold:
(a) The root is labelled by the tableau input, Σ.
(b) Any other node, m, is labelled with sets of formulae as the result of the application of
one of the expansion rules to the parent node, n.
A node n ∈ T is consistent, abbreviated as n>, if its label is a consistent set of formulae
(see Def. 6), else n is inconsistent, abbreviated as n⊥.
If a branch, b, of T , contains an inconsistent node n⊥, then b is closed, else b is open.
Informal Introduction to one-pass tableau. In the set of expansion rules, on the top of
the standard α− β rules, we also have β+ rules that are characteristic (and crucial!) for our
construction. These rules (which were originally introduced in [14, 15]) reflect our dedicated
account of the eventualities, namely, we treat an eventuality as occurring in some context.
By the context of the selected eventuality, we understand a collection of all other formulae
within the label of the node. Subsequently, β+ rules use the context to force eventualities
to be fulfilled as soon as possible. The tableau expansion rules apply repeatedly until they
produce an inconsistent node, n⊥, or a node with the labels that already occurred within
the given path. In the former case the expansion of the given branch terminates with n⊥
as a leaf. In the latter case, a repetitive node in the branch witnesses that the branch is
open. Once no more expansion (α − β, β+ type) rules are applicable to the given branch
with the last consistent node n>, the expansion rules ensure that its labelling is similar to a
“state” in the standard temporal tableau. Then the “next-state” rule applies which generates
successors with the labels that are arguments of all ◦ modalities and the whole cycle of
applying the expansion and the “next-state” rules is repeated until the tableau construction
terminates. The nature of our rules ensures that the terminated tableau is either closed,
indicating that the input does not have a model, hence unsatisfiable, or open, indicating a
model for the tableau input.
2.3 τ ↑pltl Rules
Recall that all formulae in the input of the tableau have been already transformed into their
NNF. Presenting α-, β- and “next-state” rules for the construction of the semantic tableaux,
we assume that these apply respectively, to α-formulae, β-formulae and “next”-formulae
such that α1 denotes the set of formulae in the conclusion of an α-rule, while β1, β2 denote
the sets of formulae in the alternative conclusions of a β-rule, and γ1 denotes the result of
“jumping” from a state to a pre-state.
The sets of α− β rules are given in Table 1. These are standard in temporal tableaux
construction (see, for instance, [2]).
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Table 1 α− β-rules.
α α1
(∧) ϕ ∧ ψ ϕ,ψ
() ϕ ϕ,◦ϕ
β β1 β2
(U) ϕUψ ψ ϕ,◦(ϕUψ)
(R) ϕRψ ϕ,ψ ψ,◦(ϕRψ)
(∨) ϕ ∨ ψ ϕ ψ
(♦) ♦ϕ ϕ ◦♦ϕ
Table 2 β+-rules, where
∆ is a (possibly empty) set (conjunction) of formulae,
If ∆ 6= ∅ then ∆′ is a set (conjunction) of all elements of ∆ except for  -formulae and ¬∆′ is
the disjunction of all negated elements of ∆′, else ¬∆′ is F.
β β1 β2
(U)+ ∆, ϕUψ ∆, ψ ∆, ϕ,◦((ϕ ∧ (NNF(¬∆′)))Uψ)
(♦)+ ∆,♦ϕ ∆, ϕ ∆,◦((NNF(¬∆′))Uϕ)
β+ rules (see Table 2) are crucial in the construction of τ↑pltl as they use the so-called
context, ∆, to force the eventuality ϕUψ to be fulfilled as soon as possible. We illustrate this
concept on the (U)+ rule. When (U)+ is applied to a node labelled by a set of formulae
{∆, ϕUψ}, then the context is ∆ and the resulting labelling of the next node contains
the formula (ϕ ∧ ¬∆)Uψ, where ¬∆ means the disjunction of all negated elements of ∆.
Therefore, if ψ is not satisfied, then ¬∆ also belongs to the label of that node. This means
that the context, ∆, of the previous label is not repeated. As ∆ is a finite set/conjunction of
formulae and ¬∆ is the finite disjunction of the negations of the formulae in ∆, the (U)+ rule
forces at least one formula in ∆ to be falsified during the transition from the previous node
to the subsequent one, whenever ψ is not satisfied. Note that the (U)+ rule only applies to
some selected eventuality, and in this sense, the unique eventuality, which becomes marked.
Each application of the (U)+ rule to the set {∆, ϕUψ} introduces the so-called next-step
variant (ϕ ∧ (NNF(¬∆′))Uψ where ∆′, as we know, is a conjunction of all elements of ∆
except for  -formulae, which keeps the mark for the selected eventuality. Note that any
formula of the type ϕ, which was a member of ∆, will be repeated forever and if we keep
it in ∆′ it would appear in the resulting NNF(¬∆′) as a disjunct ♦¬ϕ which would never
be satisfied. Hence, any - formula can be immediately dropped when we form ∆′. For
the soundness of the construction, each node of the tableau must have at most one marked
eventuality, i.e. the one to which the (U)+ has been applied. Note that when a node of the
tableau does not contain any marked eventuality, then one of them is randomly marked.
The (U)+ rule allows us to avoid the construction of the auxiliary graph of stages (the
second pass in two-pass tableau methods) which is used to determine whether all eventualities
are satisfied or not.
The other β+ rule, (♦)+, is obviously derivable from the (U)+ rule. However, we present
it as part of the tableau as its application makes proofs more transparent to the reader and
the user of the tableau as a model checker. We will explain this in the subsequent sections of
the paper. It is worth noting that, because in the β+ rules, ¬∆′ = F whenever ∆ = ∅, the β
rules (U) and (♦) become particular cases of β+ rules (U)+ and (♦)+ when ∆ = ∅. In this
case the β2 child of the (U)+ rule is reduced to ϕ,◦(FUψ), from which we can derive the β2
child of the (U) rule.
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Table 3 The next-state rule (Σ1 is a set of literals).
γ γ1
(◦) Σ1,◦(Σ2) Σ2
For the formulation of the next-state rule (◦), we first introduce the following notation.
Given a set of formulae, Φ, we denote by ◦(Φ) the set {◦ϕ | ϕ ∈ Φ}. The next-state rule
(see Table 3), is applied to jump from a node labelled by Σ1,◦(Σ2) to a new state, which is
labeled by the set Σ2
3 One-pass tableau based Model Checking
In this section we explain how the model checking can be performed using the one-pass
tableau method described in §2. First, we define the procedure to follow, then we explain
the optimization we pursue by embedding a (propositional) solver; finally, we present an
example, showing how beneficial it can be for the users of CMC to obtain an explicit and
understandable formal proof.
Our model checker receives as its input a specification, S, of the given transition system,
and the given property P , both written in the PLTL language. Whereas P is any PLTL
formula, transition system specifications are restricted to a sublanguage. Our specification
language is inspired in the so-called constraint style specification language used in the well-
known model checker NuSMV (introduced in [8]). The specification S consists of a set
Init that is a non-temporal (or classical) formula, and a conjunction (set) TR of formulae
of the form ρ where ρ is a boolean combination of literals and ◦` where ` is a literal.
S = Init ∧ TR is the system specification such that
A state is initial if and only if it satisfies the formula Init, and
Any pair “(current state, next state)” is in the transition relation if, and only if, it satisfies
TR.
In Example 10 we provide the Init and TR formulae that represent a specific transition
system. Then, given a specification S and a property P , the model checker decides whether
any model of S satisfies P , by deciding if S ∪ {¬P} is unsatisfiable or not. For that, S
and ¬P are firstly converted into NNF. The tableau method τ↑pltl is suitable for deciding
the (un)satisfiability problem NNF(S ∪ {¬P}). It explicitly tries to generate a model of
NNF(S ∪ {¬P}). The results are interpreted as follows:
If a cycle is found in a tableau branch, this branch is open, and represents a model that
satisfies the set of formulae with which the tableau has been called. Consequently, this is
a counter-model proving that the system S does not satisfy the property P .
If the tableaux closes, i.e all its leaves are inconsistent sets, it means that the tableaux
input is unsatisfiable, hence, all models of S satisfy the property P .
This way of performing model checking is a particular case of the method described in
Section 2. It brings us the following benefits: first of all, the tableau is built on-the-fly,
allowing structures not to deal with eventualities fulfillment; due to the use of the context, the
eventualities are satisfied as soon as possible. In terms of the implementation, all branches
are completely independent so they can be parallelised without shared data. Finally, we have
a potential memory improvement by only requiring to keep traces (of the branch that we
deal at the moment).
On the other hand, a large proportion of the computational effort is spent on classical
propositional reasoning. Since the specification, S, of the system is the most determining
factor, this is especially inefficient when the specified system is large. However, S involves very
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Figure 3 Example showing how the approach can help in detecting errors in system specification.
simple temporal formulae: always-formulae with arguments that are Boolean combinations
of literals and literals preceded by “next”. TR is a conjunction of the formulae of the form
ρ, and according to the tableau rules (and semantics), ρ and ρ are maintained in all states.
Therefore, renaming in ρ the formulae ◦` by fresh literals `′, we make ρ purely propositional.
Hence, for a more efficient implementation of τ↑pltl, we propose to add a SAT solver to carry
out the propositional reasoning in the tableau. Initially, we pass to the solver Init and
the renamed formulae extracted from TR. Then, the tableau rules work on the temporal
formulae (taken from the NNF of the negated property). Subsequently, in every node which
is a “state” (i.e. a node labelled by an elementary set of formulae) the SAT solver is called
adding to its input all formulae that appear new in the node and are either non-temporal
(classical) formulae, or formulae of the type of the TR ones, but adequately translated. The
SAT solver returns propositional models (atoms and atoms with prime apostrophe) defining
all possible transitions to the next state that do not contradict (yet) ¬P . To get each of the
next states, the variables are renamed back from `′ to ◦` and the next-state rule is applied.
I Example 10. Let us introduce a running example (Figure 3), to illustrate how the tableau
method works and the role of the solver, given the specification written in the form Init ∧ TR.
The Init formula of both transition systems in Figure 3 is: a ∧ ¬b ∧ ¬c ∧ ¬d. Let us suppose
that the transition system S′ on the right-hand side of Figure 3 is the system we intend to
specify, but a misprint in the system specification produces a wrong specification S in the
left-hand side of Figure 3. That is, we mistakenly specify that there is a transition “from c
to b” instead of the intended one: “from c to d”. The resulting specification is:
TR = {  (a→ (◦¬a ∧ ◦b ∧ ◦¬c ∧ ◦¬d)),
 (b→ ((◦¬a ∧ ◦b ∧ ◦¬c ∧ ◦¬d) ∨ (◦¬a ∧ ◦¬b ∧ ◦c ∧ ◦¬d))),
 (c→ (◦¬a ∧ ◦b ∧ ◦¬c ∧ ◦¬d)),
 (d→ (◦a ∧ ◦¬b ∧ ◦¬c ∧ ◦¬d)) }
Now, suppose that we want to check if S satisfies the PLTL formula ◦¬a. Converting its
negation to NNF we get the formula ◦♦a. Then, we call τ↑pltl with the following input – the
label of the initial node – TR ∪ {Init,◦♦a}. Thinking on the system S′, we expect to get a
sequence 〈a, b, c, d, a〉 as a counter-example, since this sequence is a model of ◦♦a and the
correct system S′. However, S ∪ {◦♦a} is unsatisfiable and our model checker generates a
closed tableau for it.
In Figure 4 we depict a big-step version of that closed tableau. This one represents the
different branches of the tableaux enabling an easy follow-up of the runs across the system S.
In the rest of this section and in Section 4 we discuss the utility of the closed tableau and its
dual sequent proof to find an error when defining S instead of the intended S′. The tableau
root, in Figure 4, contains the Init = a ∧ ¬b ∧ ¬c ∧ ¬d, the negated property, ◦♦a, and TR
which represents the system’s transitions. The tableau method applies its rules until a state
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b, ¬ a, ¬ c, ¬ d, TR, ¸a1
c, ¬ a, ¬ b, ¬ d, TR, (¬b Ú a Ú c Ú d)U a2.2
b, ¬ a, ¬ c, ¬ d, TR,
((¬b Ú a Ú c Ú d) Ù (¬c Ú a Ú b Ú d))U a2.2.1
a, ¬ b, ¬ c, ¬ d, TR, ¡¸a
a, ¬ b, ¬ c, ¬ d, ¡b, ¡¬ a, ¡¬ c, ¡¬ d,  TR, ¡¸a
solver: { b’, ¬ a’, ¬c’, ¬d’ } 
(¡)
b, ¬ a, ¬ c, ¬ d, TR, ¡((¬b Ú a Ú c Ú d)U a)2.1b, ¬ a, ¬ c, ¬ d, TR, a
b, ¬ a, ¬ c, ¬ d, ¡b, ¡¬ a, ¡¬ c, ¬ d, TR, 
¡(¬b Ú a Ú c Ú d)U a
solver: { b’, ¬ a’, ¬c’, ¬d’ } 
b, ¬ a, ¬ c, ¬ d, TR, (¬b Ú a Ú c Ú d)U a
(¡)
solver: { c’, ¬ a’, ¬b’, ¬d’ } 
b, ¬ a, ¬ c, ¬ d, ¡c, ¡¬ a, ¡¬ b, ¡¬ d, TR,
¡((¬b Ú a Ú c Ú d)U a)
Closed
c, ¬ a, ¬ b, ¬ d, ¡b, ¡¬ a, ¡¬ c, ¡¬ d, TR,
¡(((¬b Ú a Ú c Ú d) Ù (¬c Ú a Ú b Ú d))U a)
solver: { b’, ¬ a’, ¬c’, ¬d’ } 
(¡)
(¡)
(
+
¸)
b, ¬ a, ¬ c, ¬ d, TR, a
c, ¬ a, ¬ b, ¬ d, TR,
¡(((¬b Ú a Ú c Ú d) Ù (¬c Ú a Ú b Ú d))U a)
(U+)
Closed
Closed
Closed
Figure 4 A big-step representation of the closed tableau for S ∪ {◦♦a}.
is reached. It is now, when the solver is called to work with the propositional translation
of TR and the remaining propositional formulae in the current node. This procedure gives
us, one by one, the different models that satisfy the (translated) specification TR, and the
current state (propositional formulae with which it is called). These models, (built for the
formulae - results of the renaming of each “next” formula ◦l by `′), are transformed back to
PLTL formulae by re-instantiating the renamed ◦`. Then, the next-state rule is applied and
the tableaux continues working applying the temporal rules to the non-elementary temporal
formulae (that come from the negated property). When the tableau is closed, a different
model is supplied by the solver, if there is any. For example, for node 2.1 of the tableau,
two different propositional models are supplied. First, the solver returns a model in which
only b′ (that is, ◦b) is true. It applies the next rule and all the subsequent branches close.
Returning to 2.1., the solver supplies a new propositional model in which it is now c′ (i.e.
◦c) that is true. In short, the solver is in charge of returning in each state all possible models
of the next state (if any). In our running example, if users analyse the tableau they can see
the reason for the property not to be fulfilled: the trace 〈root, 2.1, 2.2, 2.2.1〉 describes the
transitions (omitting the negated literals) a⇒ b⇒ c⇒ b. By comparing that trace with the
intended specification (S′) the user will be able to find an error.
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4 Isabelle Proofs as User-checkable Certificates
We have codified a version of the calculus TTC in [15] (for formulae in NNF) as an Isa-
belle/HOL theory ([30]). The file TTC_Calculus.thy contains the encoding of the sequent
rules that we will explain in this section, and another file TTC_Soundness.thy provides the
soundness proof of them. On the top of this theory we define (for the running example) a
transition system, S, as a collection, TR, of named formulae (in the fixed syntax). Thus,
we introduce the (binary) transition relation between states and the formula Init specifying
the initial states of the system. We automatically prove lemmas asserting that falsity F is
derivable from the union of S and the negation (in NNF) of a fixed property ϕ. Such a
proof object guarantees that ϕ is satisfied in every run of S, and can be independently and
efficiently verified by the interactive theorem-prover Isabelle/HOL, providing a machine-
checked certificate. Moreover, when the proof is unexpected, interactive theorem-provers
enable to use this certificate to analyze the transition system seeking for specification errors.
For that, we automatically generate an Isabelle proof that allows the user to check the
successive subgoals of the proof. This Isabelle proof can be generated with different levels
of granularity to facilitate different levels of analysis. In this section, we explain the main
ingredients of this Isabelle/HOL development. The corresponding files can be download from
http://github.com/alexlesaka/OnePassTableau.
We use a datatype PLTL_formula to define the syntax of the considered formulae, which
are the two boolean constants (T and F), the atoms (strings preceded by constructor Var,
or shortly V), classical connectives (preceded by a dot, to avoid conflicts) of negation (.¬),
conjunction (.∧), disjunction (.∨), and implication (. −→), along with temporal connectives
for next, until, release, eventually and always. For automating the Isabelle proof, we add
two extra connectives ¨U¨ (the until operator surrounded by dieresis) to denote the selected
eventuality in goals and ¨◦¨ to mark the sequents formed by elementary formulae. We define
the TTC rules by an inductive binary relation (predicate) TTC_proves, which is denoted
“`” in infix notation. The first argument of ` is a set of PLTL formulae (implemented
as an ordered list without repeated elements) and the second is a PLTL formula. By the
construction of the calculus, the second argument is always the constant F, but (for clarity)
we prefer to keep ` as a binary relation, and to explicitly represent that falsehood in the
right-hand side of each goal. The Isabelle definition of ` includes the two contradiction rules:
TTC_Ctd1 : ϕ .∈ ∆ =⇒ (NNF_Neg ϕ) .∈ ∆ =⇒ ∆ ` F
TTC_Ctd2 : F .∈ ∆ =⇒ ∆ ` F
where .∈ is the user-defined infix operator for member of a list, and the user-defined function
NNF_Neg computes the negation normal form of the negation of a given formula, i.e.
(NNF_Neg ϕ) = NNF(.¬ϕ). We also encode the traditional rules for classical and temporal
connectives:
TTC_T : ∆ ` F =⇒ T # ∆ ` F
TTC_And : ϕ • ψ • ∆ ` F =⇒ (ϕ. ∧ ψ) # ∆ ` F
TTC_Or : ϕ • ∆ ` F =⇒ ψ • ∆ ` F =⇒ (ϕ. ∨ ψ) # ∆ ` F
TTC_Imp : (NNF_Neg ϕ) • ∆ ` F =⇒ ψ • ∆ ` F =⇒ (ϕ. −→ ψ) # ∆ ` F
TTC_Alw : ϕ • ◦ϕ • ∆ ` F =⇒ (ϕ) # ∆ ` F
TTC_R : ϕ • ψ • ∆ ` F =⇒ ψ • ◦(ϕRψ) • ∆ ` F =⇒ (ϕRψ) # ∆ ` F
TTC_Evt : ϕ • ∆ ` F =⇒ ◦♦ϕ • ∆ ` F =⇒ (♦ϕ) # ∆ ` F
TTC_U : ψ • ∆ ` F =⇒ ϕ • ◦(ϕUψ) • ∆ ` F =⇒ (ϕUψ) # ∆ ` F
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where # is the standard cons constructor of lists and • is our user-defined operator for insert
an element ϕ in the correct position of an ordered list ∆ (if ϕ is already in ∆, then the result
is ∆ itself). For automating proofs, we have defined an order on the set of PLTL formulae
where the minimal formulae are literals, and formulae with connectives are lexicographic
ordered according to the following order on the set of connectives are ordered (from lowest
to highest) as follows: ¨◦¨,◦, .∧, .∨, . −→, , R, ♦, U , ¨U¨. We order the antecedent of
the sequent, in decreasing order, at the beginning of any proof using the following extra rule:
TTC_Interchange : (sort ∆) ` F =⇒ ∆ ` F
Then, every application of a rule preserves the order in the generated subgoals by means of
the operator • that inserts each formula in the correct place. As a consequence, the first
formula of any sequent is a non-elementary formula (see Section 2), if there exists at least
one. Moreover, the first formula is the eventuality, if there exists at least one, and it is the
selected eventuality whenever the selection has already been done. The rules applied to the
selected eventuality are:
TTC_Evt_Plus : ϕ • ∆ ` F =⇒ ◦((negCtxt ∆)Uϕ) • ∆ ` F
=⇒ ♦ϕ # ∆ ` F
TTC_U_Plus : ψ • ∆ ` F =⇒ ϕ • ◦((ϕ .u. (negCtxt ∆))¨U¨ψ) • ∆ ` F
=⇒ ϕUψ # ∆ ` F
TTC_U_Sel : ψ • ∆ ` F =⇒ ϕ • ◦((ϕ .u. (negCtxt ∆))¨U¨ψ) • ∆ ` F
=⇒ ϕ¨U¨ψ # ∆ ` F
where (negCtxt ∆) is the negation of the context ∆, that is a disjunction of the negations (in
NNF) of all formulae in ∆ excepting the formulae of the form ϕ. In addition, the operator
.u. is a conjunction up to subsumption, hence we avoid adding subsumed disjunctions, in
particular, adding duplicated disjunctions. Note that the premises of TTC_U_Sel are really
a copy of the premises of TTC_U_Plus.Consequently, TTC_U_Plus is applied at the first
time when the eventuality has been just selected, whereas TTC_U_Sel is applied after that,
while it is kept selected. When all formulae in the sequent are elementary we apply the
following rule:
TTC_Next_State : (next_state ∆) ` F =⇒ ∆ ` F
This rule applies when all the formulae in ∆ are elementary (see Section 2) and the function
next_state has filtered the formulae in ∆ starting by the ◦ operator removing from them
this operator.
The transition system in S on the left-hand of Figure 3 is defined as the list TR =
[T1, T2, T3, T4] of PLTL formulae:
T1 = ((V a) .−→ ( ◦(V b) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V a)) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V c)) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V d))) )
T2 = ((V b) .−→ ( (◦(V b) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V a)) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V c)) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V d))) .∨
(◦(V c) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V a)) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V b)) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V d))) )
T3 = ((V c) .−→ ( ◦(V b) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V a)) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V c)) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V d))) )
T4 = ((V d) .−→ ( ◦(V a) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V b)) .∧ ◦( .¬ (V c)) .∧ ◦(¬ (V d))) )
along with Init = (V a) .∧ .¬ (V b) .∧ .¬ (V c) .∧ .¬ (V d). Note that in the
transition specifications the “next” operator is completely distributed over conjunction and
disjunction. Hence, contradictions of the form ◦(V x), ◦.¬ (V x) are detected. Otherwise,
the contradiction V x, ¬ (V x) should be detected at the next state.
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We have implemented, with the help of the Eisbach tools [27], two prototypes of automatic
solvers: one big-step and one small-step. These two solvers print into a text file the “apply”
instructions of the Isabelle proof, at the same time that they prove the lemma. The
proof of lemma runningExample_bigStep_proof is given in Figure 5. It proves the property
S @ [◦♦(V a)] ` F by a list of “apply” instructions. This proof can be found in file
ProofGeneration.thy and it is a big-step proof that enables the user to check the transitions
of the system S that are performed when checking whether it satisfies a property ϕ, that is
checking the unsatisfiability of S ∪ {¬ϕ}, in fact the derivability of the sequent S,¬ϕ ` F.
Figure 5 The big-step lemma proof.
The (proof) method one_step_solver systematically applies the TTC_Calculus rules until
we obtain a set of non-proved subgoals with antecedents exclusively formed by the elementary
formulae. Hence, the rule TTC_Next_State is applied to all subgoals, which depict (as “Proof
state”) all subgoals related to a possible next state of the system, that is, after all possible
transitions from the current state. For clarity, we fold the transition relations to their names.
Hence, after the “apply” in line 3 (Figure 5), the user can see that there is only one subgoal:
[♦(V a), T4, T2, T3, T1, .¬(V d), .¬(V c), .¬(V a), (V b), ] ` F
This means the only state that is reachable from the initial one is the state that satisfies b.
That corresponds to the node marked with 1 in Figure 4. After the “apply”, line 7, there
are two subgoals that correspond, respectively, to the nodes marked with 2.1 and 2.2 in
Figure 4. Thus, from the state, which satisfies exactly b, the system can reach either the
same state again or the state satisfying exactly c. In both cases, the property to check is
(¬b∨a∨ c∨d) U a. The goal 2.1 is proved, whereas the “apply”, line 11, (Figure 5) generates
the subgoal corresponding to node 2.2 in Figure 4. This subgoal corresponds to the transition
from the state that satisfies b to the state that satisfies c. The property to check at this state
is (¬b∨a∨c∨d) U a. After the “apply” in line 14, the subgoal which corresponds to the node
2.2.1 in 4 is reached; here the property to check is ((¬b∨a∨ c∨d)∧ (¬c∨a∨ b∨d)) U a. The
proof of this subgoal completes the proof of the lemma, that has explored the two possible
runs 〈a, b, b〉 and 〈a, b, c, b〉 where the property ◦♦a is not satisfied. This shows the inability
of the transition system to reach the state that satisfies d, which reveals an error in the
specification that makes unreachable the state that satisfies a.
The “apply(fold ...)” instructions in Figure 5 are only to show, in subgoals, the names
(T1, T2, T3, and T4) instead of the corresponding PLTL formulae defining the transitions, for
brevity and clarity. After that, we must use “apply(simp add: ...)” to enable the application
of the rules.
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We have also implemented a method one_step_solver_print which prints into a file of
text all applications of the TTC rules that are hidden in the big-step proof. Indeed, it is
a printing version of the method one_step_solver. Calling one_step_solver_print, instead
of one_step_solver, we can generate a small-step proof (see lemma runningExample_small-
Step_proof) for the user wishing to check the Isabelle’s subgoals step by step. This proof
is the result of the substitution, in the big-step proof, of each of the five occurrences of
apply one_step_solver by the list of “apply” instructions of TTC_Calculus rules. The method
one_step_solver_print prints such a list, in a text file, while it is solving the goal.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a novel framework of applying a Certified Model Checking
methodology. Our method involves the representation of the system specification, S, in a
specific format that reflects the dynamic behaviour of the system. First, it involves the
formalization of the “initial conditions”, (the Init PLTL formula), that specifies the initial
states of the model to be build. Second, we use the representation, TR, of the transition
relation to build a state space of the system, as a “global invariant”. Finally, the property,
P , to be checked against the specification S is written as a PLTL formula. This task is
performed by a one-pass temporal tableau, τ↑pltl. It takes S,¬P as its input (converted into
the NNF). For an eventuality to be fulfilled, the tableau technique essentially uses its context.
Tableau rules that deal with the eventualities in NNF(¬P ), force their fulfilment “as soon as
possible”. This process is optimised by a SAT solver, which tackles non-temporal content
of the tableau nodes. The tableau method, in one pass, either returns a negative answer,
producing a counter-example, thus showing that P is not satisfied by S, or verifies P against
the system specification. In the latter case, our method generates an explicit and easily
readable evidence in Isabelle/HOL. In this way the tableau result is formally proven and the
user can review the test to make sure that everything is working as expected (or that no
errors have been made with the specification).
Our future work will cover three directions. First, it is further work on the implementation
of and experimentation with the one-pass tableau and the embedded SAT solver. Second,
the developed Isabelle automatic solver for proof generation is only an initial prototype and
we will improve its efficiency. Finally, note that the one-pass tableau method has been also
developed for the branching-time setting, tackling Computation Tree Logic CTL ([6]), widely
used in model checking, and for a richer logic, ECTL] ([5]). This will enable us to extend
the use of the one-pass tableau as a model checker to the branching-time setting, as the
extensions are conceptually intuitive.
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